
Accessories Brochure
The all-new Hyundai VERNA



Why Us?
Hyundai Mobis is the global strategic business partner for Genuine Parts & Accessories
of Hyundai Cars worldwide. Hyundai Genuine Accessories are the parts that meet the
same quality and design requirements as the ones used in the manufacturing of vehicles,
and thus they are approved, certified, distributed, and guaranteed by the Hyundai Motor Group.

Quality:
Genuine accessories are made by Hyundai Mobis and are specifically designed
and tested to work with the car's specifications.

Warranty:
Using genuine accessories can help ensure that your car warranty remains valid.

Safety:
Genuine accessories are designed to meet the safety standards set by the car manufacturer.
Using non-genuine accessories may compromise the safety of the car and its occupants.



USP of Hyundai Genuine accessories

Safety

Quality

Reliability

Durability

Guaranteed to Fit

Guaranteed Genuine

Guaranteed to Perform



A touch of personalization with
Hyundai genuine accessories for your

futuristic, ferocious drive.



Garnish
Make an impressive style statement
with exterior garnish accessories.

AYF33IH000  I  MRP ` 3 999/- 
Bring more dynamism to the side of your all-new Hyundai VERNA
with these Chrome finished Body Side Moulding.

Body Side Moulding

AYF38IH000  I  MRP ` 2 499/- 
A line of bright chrome running along the parametric grill

highlighting the futuristic design of your sedan.

Front Grill Garnish



AYF29IH000  I  MRP ` 1 999/- 
The Rear Boot Garnish adds a subtle horizontal detail on the rear 
bumper of your car which gives protection and enhance the overall 
aesthetic appeal.

Rear Boot Garnish

AYF39IH000   I  MRP ` 1 685/-
Arrive in style with Hyundai Genuine Head Lamp Garnish that adds
to the sleek appearance of your car.

Head Lamp Garnish
AYF49IH000  I  MRP ` 1 299/-

Hyundai Genuine Tail Lamp Garnish enhances the look of the rear 
profile of your car with its unmatched design and shine.

Tail Lamp Garnish

AYF43IH001  I  AYF43IH000  I  MRP ` 1 999/-  I  MRP ` 1 799/-
Give a charismatic touch to your outer rear-view mirrors with
Hyundai Genuine ORVM Garnish.
Available in chrome and black finish.

ORVM Cover Garnish - Chrome | Black



Body styling & protection
Own a distinctive look with the latest accessories and keep your ride protected.

AYF72IH002  I  MRP ` 4 499/-

Sunshades-Row A+B+R

AYF72IH001  I  MRP ` 3 499/-

Tailored fit sunshades that shield your cabin
from heat build-up all year round.
Recommended for use during parking to
avoid any legalities. (kindly confirm your 
local laws before using them).

Sunshades-Row A+B

AYF34IH000  I  MRP ` 4 999/-
Add a dash of sportiness with Hyundai Genuine Spoiler to your all-new Hyundai VERNA.

Spoiler



AYF22IH000  I  MRP ` 2 999/-
Enjoy the rain while letting the fresh air in with HGA Door visors, specially crafted for your 
all-new Hyundai VERNA with a premium line of Chrome insert.

Door Visor- Chrome Line Insert

AYF61IH000  I  MRP ` 949/-
Side Fender Fin comes with sporty fender vent

type design that highlights the sideline
of your sedan.

Side Fender Fin



Comfort accessories
Add an extra layer of comfort to your all-new Hyundai VERNA.

AYF16IH000  I  MRP ` 1 599/-

Made from premium Spandex Suede
Fabric & long lasting Memory foam.
These Cushions for all-new Hyundai 
VERNA gives unparalleled comfort on 
the move.

Cushion

AYF16IH001  I  MRP ` 1 299/-

Headrest Cushion

AYF10IH000  I  MRP ` 799/-
Enhance the grip & protect your steering wheel with
Hyundai Genuine Steering wheel cover. They are made
of a thick layer of foam to provide comfort to your 
hands while driving.

Steering Wheel Cover



Basic accessories
Arrive in style in a squeaky-clean ride with accessories that make it easy.

AYF14IH003  I  MRP ` 7 199/-
These durable and easy-to-clean
dual layer mats form a protective
layer against dust, water and mud
in extreme weather conditions.

Dual Layer Mat
AYF14IH002  I  MRP ` 3 499/-

Carpet Mat Premium are well 
knitted to ensure perfect fit and 
durability. They protect your car’s 
floor from dust and mud 
accumulation.

Carpet Mat (Premium)

AYF14IH001  I  MRP ` 3 399/-
Guard your car's floor from dust, 
water and dirt with protective 
hard bucket type 3D Mats. 
Comes in Beige colour
to match with the interiors of the
all-new Hyundai VERNA.

3D Mat
AYF13IH000  I  MRP ` 2 399/-

Protect your car’s floor from 
dust, water and debris with 
these dual-coloured designer 
PVC Mats.

AWM - Designer



AYF14IH000  I  MRP ` 2 299/-
Keep the spacious boot of your sedan clean and
protected with semi rigid, anti-slip and waterproof
Hyundai Genuine 3D Boot Mat. 

3D Boot Mat



Car Cover - Premium
AYF26IH000  I  MRP ` 4 999/-
Hyundai Genuine Car Cover is made of water resistant and Tyvek protective material that keeps your car cool and protects it
from external factors such as dust, mud, rain and bird droppings.



Seat Covers
Inspired by thematic elements, 
Hyundai Genuine Seat Covers 
are designed to provide 
class-apart comfort to you. It 
also comes with Side Air Bag 
compatibility for added 
convenience.

Ink Black
& Red SC 
(STD PU) DET

AYF11IH004IBR
MRP ` 8 999/-

Cream Beige SC
with Designed Interior
(PRE PU) DET

AYF11IH008CBD
MRP ` 9 999/-

Cream Beige
& Chocolate Brown
SC (STD PU) DET

AYF11IH006CBC
MRP ` 8 999/-

Jet Black SC with
Red Stitching
(PRE PU) DET

AYF11IH002JBR
MRP ` 9 999/-

AYF11IH010CBS
MRP ` 9 999/-

Cream Beige SC
(PRE PU) DET



*Disclaimer: MRP is Inclusive of all Taxes and subject to change at any point of time, please contact Hyundai Authorized dealers for prevailing prices and its technical information.
Mobis India reserves the right to make modifications to the actual product at any time. Product images displayed herein are for representation purposes and may slightly differ
from the actual color of the product. ** Warranty is applicable on all Hyundai Genuine Accessories subject to manufacturing conditions.
Mobis India is a Registered user of Hyundai trademarks and copyrights.
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